
BETTER SUPPORT  
FOR NZ FRESH 
PRODUCE
EVO CRATE  
HANDLING GUIDE



GROWER
 + Improved functionality from pack-house to store

 + Stronger handles on all four sides with two new “Lift Lock” handles for  
easy opening and handling

 + Superior load stability through interlocking design

 + Improved ventilation to quickly reduce field heat

 + Stronger stability for cross stacking and handling in field

 + Unique and effective label holder designed with growers and NZ  
supermarkets to improve card security and barcode scanning

 + Enables product tracking through unique barcode sequence

 + Smoother run through your automated lines

 + Strap hooks for improved load containment from field to store

DISTRIBUTOR
 + Achieves cooling faster and more consistently

 + Increased ventilation enables temperature control during storage  
      and transport

 + Stronger column and cross stacking

 + Load stability increased through interlocking design

 + Produce protected in transit, from grower to supermarket shelf 
 

STORE

 + Cardboard box disposal eliminated

 + Fast and easy fold down with ‘Lift Lock’ handles

 + Extra side handles for better manual handling

 + Ergonomic handles to facilitate fold down in store

 + Improved interlocking for folded crates improving load stability for returns

EVO  
CRATE

Designed specifically for the 
New Zealand fresh industry 



EVO CRATE SPECIFICATIONS 

Overview

We are pleased to release our new range 
of Reusable Plastic Containers (RPC’s).  
Our new EVO family of three, including the 
22L, 39L and 49L, have been designed in 
collaboration with New Zealand growers 
and supermarkets allowing fresh suppliers 
to pack and ship produce with an industry 
standard crate that streamlines the 
way product is delivered and presented 
throughout the retail sector.

From harvest to consumption the EVO 
container is designed to deliver uniform 
temperature control during storage and 
transport. They are easy, cost effective 
and safe to use with  their modular cross 
stackable design, low fold-down height, and 
easy-to-operate lift-lock latch mechanism 
for opening and closing. Using these 
containers eliminates single-use packaging, 
the associated environmental impact and 
the significant costs of cardboard disposal 
from the supply chain.

CHEP has accredited facilities to wash and 
sanitise crates after use and are available 
from CHEP Service Centres conveniently 
located within most major regions across 
New Zealand. 

Specifications

Dimensions (mm)

Ext Int Folded

16722 (22L)

Length 597

Width 398

Height 104.25 104 32.75

16739 (39L)

Length 579

Width 398

Height 180.25 180 32.75

16749 (49L)

Length 597

Width 398

Height 224.75 224.43 36

Cubic Capacity (Litres)

16722 22

16739 39

16749 49

Weight (kg)

16722 1.3

16739 1.7

16749 1.9

Gross Unit Loads (kg, inclusive of crate)

16722 10

16739 18

16749 20

Incremental Folded Height (mm)

16722 32.75

16739 32.75

16749 36

Materials

Food grade polypropylene

Operating Temperature Range
- 5°C - +40°C in normal operating conditions  
- 20°C - +50°C in storage conditions only 
 (no opening and closing of crates)

22L 39L 49L

CHEP Equipment Codes

Code Description Code Colour

16722 22L Green 
foldable  
EVO crate

Yellow 
embossed code

16739 39L Green 
foldable  
EVO crate

Red 
embossed code

16749 49L Geen 
foldable  
EVO crate

White 
embossed code

Features

 + Innovative “Lift Lock” handles for  
easy opening / closing

 + Reduced fold down height delivers 
return logistics improvement over 
existing CHEP crates

 + Interlocking design for load stability 
– cross and column stack

 + Fully vented design
 + Simple set up by hand or machine 

(compatible with automated crate 
erectors)

 + Layer picking capability
 + idual barcode identifier



ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

1. From the folded start position, lift the two long walls outwards 90 degrees.

2. Lift the two short walls 
outwards 90 degrees.

3. Make sure the T bar correctly 
locks into the corresponding 
recess, securely lock all corners.

4. The ‘Lift Lock’ latch should lock 
firmly into place with a ‘click’ to 
confirm it is fully engaged.

2. Fold the two short walls inward 
to the closed position.

3. Fold the two long walls inward to the folded closed position.

DO NOT tap the side walls in, 
instead use the “Lift Lock” latch 
mechanism.



1. Hold the crate handles on the 
short walls and squeeze, applying 
upward pressure to raise the “Lift 
Lock” latch.





The 49L EVO crate (model 16749) has 
sequential opening and closing. One of the 
long walls always opens first and closes last. 
This is clearly marked on the wall itself. 

Ensure the sequential folding is strictly 
followed to avoid damage to the EVO Crate 
and unstable unit loads when folded.

CRATES SUPPLIED FROM SERVICE CENTRES

Crates will be issued from the service centre 
folded in column stacks on a red CHEP 
timber pallet with 36 crates high 5 per layer. 
 

Pallets to be stacked no more than three 
high for transportation.

Correct Incorrect

FOLDING AND HANDLING

49L 49L



REQUIREMENTS FOR CRATES TO BE SUPPLIED 
INTO RETAIL

Please ensure you are aware of, and follow, 
the appropriate retail CHEP equipment 
transfer process. 

Insert your grower label with barcode into 
the label holder at the short end of the crate.

Each crate has locating tabs that lock onto 
the crates immediately below to ensure a 
secure load in transit. 

Grower Label

Locks into place 
when stacked

22L 39L 49L

Max. layers of folded crates 36 36 36

Crates per layer 5 5 5

Folded crates per timber pallet 180 180 180

Order Quantity

General



Avoid using stickers and ensure all rubbish, 
paper, metal and scraps are removed for a 
efficient wash and to reduce wait times.



OTHER INFORMATION

Crate storage

Protect from intense heat and direct 
sunlight for prolonged periods..

Take precautions to prevent the formation 
of static electricity.

Composition

Food grade polypropylene.

Environmental information

This product is not biodegradable. However, 
it can be reground for use in other plastics 
manufacturing applications and does not 
contribute to landfill waste streams when 
recycled.

Hazards identification

Health: The product is not classified as 
dangerous, and is food-contact safe.

Compliance: AS2070-1999 Plastics 
Materials for Food Contact Use.

Fire: The product burns but is not  
classified as flammable.

Fire-fighting measures:

Suitable extinguishing agents: Water in 
spread jet, dry chemicals, foam or carbon 
dioxide.

Special exposure hazards: Principal toxicant 
in the smoke is carbon monoxide.

Ignition temperature: 320°C 

* Note: Low temperatures (sub-zero) will 
impact crate strength and performance 
characteristics. To prevent cracking, we 
recommend that crates are handled 
with the utmost care when the ambient 
temperature is below 4°C.
 

CHEP EVO Crates always remain  
the property of CHEP.

22L 39L 49L

STACKING GUIDE

Column stacking is the recommended configuration for 
storage when:

 + Stacking 4 pallets (2 lifts) in a single column 
 + Packing crates towards the upper limit of the recommended 

crate weight:
 + 49L: 20Kg 
 + 39L: 18Kgs 
 + 22L:10 Kgs

Cross stacking can be used for added load stability for 
lighter weight product in transit

 + Stacking 2 pallets (1 lifts) cross stacked

Cross stack 4th Row

Straight stack

Straight stack

Straight stack



OUR EVO REUSABLE PRODUCE 
CRATE IS JUST ONE EXAMPLE 
OF HOW CHEP IS BRINGING 
GLOBAL INNOVATION TO LOCAL 
INDUSTRY

Head Office
1-9 Nesdale Avenue
Auckland
New Zealand
Phone 0800 65 2437

Specifications are subject to variation and may be changed without notice.  
The equipment shown on this brochure represents our latest developments. Specifications tolerance (+/– 3%).



CHEP is a Brambles Company

Why CHEP?

CHEP is the world’s leading provider of 
logistics pooling services. We make it our 
business to know your business. 

Contact Us

CHEP Customer service 
65 CHEP (65 2437)
NZ.customerservice@chep.com


